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49

LONDON SUFFRAGETTES

IN YOUR VERY FIERCEST MANNER, YOU DARED THAT INNOCENT LOOKING NEW BOY TO
CHIP OFF YOUR SHOULDER, AND HE DID IT, AND GAVE YOU A SWELL LICKING BESIDES
GEE! WASN'T THAT THE LIMIT?

WHEN

KNOCK

NO. 302

31 1913.

THE TRAGEDIES OF CHILDHOOD.

SHERIFF CLOSSON FINED

$50

r

A

ADOPT HEAVY LEADEN

AND COSTS BY THE

DISCS AS WEAPONS

STATE SUPREME COURT
ENDING OF CONTEMPT

CISION WAS ANNOUNCED
OFFICIAL SMILES

IN

CROWDED

WHEN

2:25

CAME AT

PROCEEDINGS

NEW MISSILE

DE-

WOMEN."- --"

COURT ROOM AT CAPITOL.

AS HE DECLINES TO DISCUSS

CAPABLE OF KILLING

JACKY"

MELFORD,

MAN BEARS
AN

MOTTO

ACTRESS,

"VOTES

BOMBARDS

FOR
SHOP-WINDO-

WITH THIS NEW CATAPAULT FROM TOP OF OMNIBUS

CASE

AMERICAN WOMEN APPEARED

MANY REASONS GIVEN FOB LETTING

BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE

RICARDO ALARID GO TO AND FRO
STRIKING SENTENCES IN SHERIFF CLOSSON'S ANSWER.
Re (Sheriff Closson) admits that on or about the night of December 29,
1312, he permitted the said Ricardo Alarid to leave the jail; that at saiddate the said Ricardo Alarid requested permission to see the priest of Guadasaid Alarid
lupe church or some place near there for the purpose, as the
said
Alarid,
the
which
some
lie,
to
over
money
the
of
priest
paying
stated,
'
had in his possession belonging to said priest.
,
"That this respondent had no knowledge or Information that a religious
or dramatic performance was being held that night
"That on the evening or night of January 2, 1913, the said Alarid informed this respondent that he belonged to a fraternal union and that he was
to said
required by the rules of the fraternal union to pay certain dues

London, Jan. 31. Tim suffragettes
as a
today adopted the slungshot
With lt
weapon in their campaign.
hurled
they
heavy leaden discs
stamped "votes for women."
Because of the weapon's newness
their aim is not good and the damage
thus far caused has not been great,
but the disc is said by doclors to be
capable of killing a man.
An actress named "Jaeky" Mel ford,
was charged at the police court with
bombarding shop windows with one of
these catapults from the top of an oma
nibus.
She was fined $10 or
Her father
month's Imprisonment.
paid the fine.
Several thousand letters were destroyed today In fires set by the women to the contents of inuil boxes.

j

"That he lias no knowledge that the said Alarid attended the dance
then at that time
""Than on or about January 7, 1913, the said Alarid informed this affiant
that his wife, child and the wire of his son who was living at his house,
were very sick and needed his, Alarid's, attention and care
"That on January 13, 1913, the day elections were held for justices of
the peace, said Alarid requested the respondent to go to his home tb attend
his family who were sick

A

"

IN

AMERICA.
D.

Jan.

31.

Four

ity league of the United States, anil
with them were a dozen members of
from each of the nine equal snffrago

states.
The hearing was held In the lar;
est of the house committee rooniK,
which was almost filled to its capacity, before the stenographers in the
building began to desert their officers
and join in the demonstration.

Women of all ages, some with waving plumes, silk, satins and find,
stood throughout the hearing, a few
had chairs and others camped on tli
floor surrounded by their wraps, hats
and parasols.
Mrs. Colby pleaded for constituHen-a- l
amendment prohibiting states from
disfranchising citizens on account of
sex. Declaring "that the constitution
shall b3
says the representatives
chosen by the people of thu several
states," she asked, "are women people?"
women
She added that American
would continue their "earnest and
to gain political
dignified efforts
freedom" as long as might be necessary to gain their purpose.
Representative M.imdell of Wyoming, llayden of Arizona, Raker of
California, Lafferty of Oregon, and
others, told the committee of the success of equal suffrage in their states.

('.,
Washington,
the time he was granted permission
hundred women from every section
by this respondent to leave the jail for
of the country, led by Mrs. Clara Col
by, of Portland, Oregon, appeared bethe purpose of seeing said priest, he,
re-- !
fore the house committee on presito
directed
was
said
Alarid,
the
dential and congressional elections to
found Mr. Closson guilty of contempt turn, and if he did not so immediately
appeal for the passage of the French
and imposed a fine of $50 and costs. return to the jail but attended said
bill to give women the right to vote
so attended
for representatives in congress. HeadMany people flocked to the capitol religious performance, he
orders
ing the petitioners was the Rev. Olym-picase
the
of
given
violation
to
the
argued
hear
in
direct
this afternoon
Brown, of Racine, W7is., president
as
but the proceedings were brief and h.'m by this respondent.
were
the
report
ii
of the Federation of Woman's Equal
ispondent humbly apologizes for his
at 2:25 p. m. the tension was relieved
or
follows:
night
"4. That oh the evening
conduct.
First class, $800;
Commissioners
by the announcement of the court's of January 2, 1913, the said Alarid
"C. C. CLOSSON."
decision, which was rendered by Chief ir formed this respondent that he be- (Signed.
third class, $100;
second
$600;
class,
a
to
before
sworn
was
The answer
Justice Roberts, Mr. Justice Parker
fourth class, $:500; fifth class.
to a fraternal union and that notary.
longed
'
Hanna.
Supreme
and Mr. Justice
Treasurer First class, $1,000; second
ho was required by the rules of the
Court Clerk J. D. Sena was also presclass, $3,230; third class, $2,500; fourth
certain dues to
to
union
pay
fraternal
the
of
ent as were lawyers, ministers
not pay them HIGH RATES ARE
class, $2,000; fifth class.
did
he
if
and
union
said
from this and
secgospel and citizens
Assessor First class, $1,000;
on that date lie would forfeit and lose
DUE TO BIG
other cities.
$2,500;
third
ond
class,
he
$3,250;
class,
which
policy
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. "I did 4 1917, was defeated on a viva voce
When the fine was announced- Sher- his life insurance
fourth class, $2,000; fifth class.
BUSINESS
in the union; that thereupon and
not believe any one would Insist that vote, but by demanding a roll call he
iff Closson was asked by a reporter if held
second
Sheriff
First
$J,500;
class,
said
the
this legislation was aimed at Colonel get it before the senate again for
he wished to make a statement. He for that reason he permitted
class, $:!,000; third class, $2,000, fourth
and was dian. 31. HigN
V. C,
As a eu.bi4.i-- .
Washington,
"siBHaii fcS he said: "I have. ee fined Alarid to leave the jail
lloosevelr," declared Senator Cum- fuythep consideration.
fifth
staterected immediately to return to the r,les for trans oceanic freighters are!JjJfT SESSION OF' COMMITTEES ON ciass, $1,800; First lass.
in
Works
the
tute
Hitchcock
mins
Senator
advocating
proposed an
today,
$50 and costs. That's the only
class, $1,500;
Deputies
that he
ment I wish to make." Then he con- jail after making the payment
demand rather
single six year presidential term amendment to let Wilson, Roosevelt
and
third
$1,000;
class,
c caused
supply
$1,500;
'Ala-riclass,
by
COMHELD
HOOSE
IN
said
FINANCE
amendment in the senate, "but it has or Taft have one six year term under
ferred with his attorney, Charles A. has no knowledge that the
fourth class, $700; fifth class.
agreements"!
attended the dance then at that thsn by "conference
been very busily urged throughout tho new amendment.
Spiess.
$4,000;
First
MORNING
Clerk
G.
class,
DURING
ROOM
MITTEE
W.
Sickel,
County
attend saia among steamship lines,
m' hut if lie did so violation
"When we except
AT MORNING SESSION.
these persons
second class, $:J,250; third class, $2,-- i the United States lately that we are.
Hamburg-Americathe
ofiof
Steamship;
in
direct
w
Santo make Roosevelt ineligi-jble- fiom its operations, we are making it
(mce. it
Charles C. Closson, sheriff of
ON BIG BILL
500; fourth class, $2,000; fifth class. legislating
house
the
told
sniptoday
him
company,
by
There is no (ruth in such state-- j entirely personal," declared Senator
ta Fe county, appeared before the the order and direction given
Probate Judge First class, $G00;
.
ping trust committee.
ments and 1 know they must be ah- - Borah. "We might as well name these
state supreme court this morning and this respondent.
third
$.'00;
second
class,
$100;
class,
in
"The doubling
freight, rates,
"5. That on or about January 7,
horrent to Colonel Roosevelt."
lnjiD nnUMITTrr
made answer to the contempt procethree men in the amendment as befourth class, ; fifth class,.
I
out of "the Ricar- 1913, the said Alarid .intormeo. mm the past two or three years," he Bald, OUD'UUIVllVIi I Lt
The debate centered about the dec-- ' ing exempt from Its provisions. We
edings-resulting
First
class,
School
in
Superintendent
vast
a
increase
of
"is
result
the
the
and
child
UAICC ITC DCDHDT ?1,S00; second class, $1,000; third laration by Senator Williams, Demo- practically would be amending the
do Alarid case." The sheriff had been affiiant that his wife,
wnicn now exceeas
me,
ITIHnLO lit) nLTUill
cited to show cause why he was not wife of his son who was living at his flipping
class, $1,400; crat, that unless such amendments constitution for their convenience."
class, $1,500; fourth
to
available
amount
carry
of
tonnage
were adopted as to make Roosevelt,
in contempt of court for his alleged i,c,Use, were very sick and needed hie,
.
"Senator Paynter then proposed an
fifth
class,
reato
it.
We are forced
maintain
permitting Ricardo Alarid, a prisoner Alarid's attention and care; that he, scnable rates by the fear of competl - The question of the salaries of Clerk of district court until such Taft and Wilson eligible for another amendment to make the six year
and
fro.
and
to
to
Roosevelt
of
go
this respondent, thereupon permitted
term, the friends
in the county jail,
term take effect in 1921.
Senator
has loomed time as he is relieved by law of
tion from regular lines outside of the county officials which
Admitting many of the allegations, the said Alarid to go to his home and
First class, $1,200; (others might oppose ratification of the Works, is author of the original resoluduties
nature
We
from
or
cenference
session
tramps.
amendment
by the tion under Senator Hitchcock's
large ever since the present
the sheriff denied that he knew he minister to his sick family; that he
third
class, constitutional
'second class, $1,000;
was the $000; fourth class, $500.
states.
was violating the law and begged the was by this respondent directed to re- ally try to get as much out of the of the legislature began,
Clapp, Progressive, took
"Whatever might be the motives of emphatic exception to his position.
court's pardon if he had violated any turn to the jail and stay there during business as possible, up to the danger chief question at issue before the Sheriffs allowed for jailor First
driv
or
business
of
the
killing
said
the
print
court.
who
Aland,
those
oppose the amendment,"
order of that
the night, which he,
"It is a reflection upon the senate,"
committee on finance which met class, $900; second class, $720; third
Senator Williams said, "they would he declared, in our saying to the counHis. answer, made through his at- did. That this respondent was after- ing the business to the tramp ships.' joint
class, $100; fourth class, $100.
In
committee
house
a
steamers
Vethat
"These tramp
you say this afternoon
ward told by Dr. Sloan and Dr. MurDistrict
torneys, Charles A. Spiess of Las
Attorney First district, be able to say to the people 'they are try that a gteat principle cannot pass
which
all own- - room.
The
second district, $4,000; third after one man's scalp; he received. this body unless the partisan leaders
gas, and Charles C. Catron of Santa ray, of this city that the family of said control rates, are practically
$4,000;
of
with the question
more than 4,000,000 vot.es.jif. the An.i.a-:- are cared for in the constitution,
Fe, was listened to with great inter- Alarid at said time were very sick aa fid by the conference lines," said Rep-- has wrestled
district, $4,250; fourth district,
finance ever since the opening of the
"1 am not in favor of any limitaest. After it was read, the judges of lie had been informed by said Alarid. rerentative Humphrey.
fifth
$4,500; sixth dist- lean people, and now they are trying
district,
"I don't admit that."
session, reported a partial bill to the rict, $2,730; seventh district, $:!,750; to make him ineligible.'
the supreme court met in chambers.
"8. That ou January 13, 1913, the
tion of the right of the people to
armuch
caused
committee.
is
It
detail
"Hut I make the statement," said joint
"I think it is a low plane to put this choose their own executives," conMr. Closson's answer in
oay elections were held for justices of
eighth district, $4,500.
gument and it was reported at noon COUNTY OPTION
debate, or to intimate that the resolu tinued Senator Clapp, "but if such a
as follows:
the ne.ace. said Alarid requested thisir. Humphrey.
it
"A mapority of these tramps are today that no agreement had been
"The respondent for answer to the respondent to go to his home to at-- !
BILL TROUBLESOME. tion is being opposed because
principle is to be established, I reorder herein, directing him to show tend his family who were sick; that owned or controlled by the conference reached concerning the fifth class
might hurt Colonel Roosevelt," said, gard it as trifling with the fundamenIt is said that the liquor interests Senator Poindexter,
Under the method' proposed
Progressive. "It tal
of government to recogciuse, if any, why he should not be IMs respondent informed him, the lines. The conference lines use them counties.
the counties who have so long had free reins in is highly unpleasant to him and to his nize principles
and disre- said Alarid, that he would grant him to handle their surplus freight.
by the
the personal equalition and expunished for disobeying
to
are
Mexico
New
classifive
worry
beginning
into
vould 4e separated
friends to have this debate reflect thus empt three gentlemen from the operagarding the directions contained in such permission but that he could not
the prospect of county option. upon the ambitions of the friends or tion
' fications, according to their assessed over
of the constitutional amendthat certain commitment issued from leave the jail until after the election
more
been
WILL
has
Of recent days, there
valuation, as follows:
the opponents of senators who voted ment. One of these gentlemen, I
this court on the 11th day of Novem- yuijB nau viuacu, mai ant., mo
toFirst class, over $1,000,000 Berna- and more of a tendency to lean
on this resolution."
hold in close friendship; yet, in the
SELECT MEN
ber, 1912, by which he, the respond-- c;pged he permitted the said Alarid to
lillo. Chaves, Colfax, Dona Ana, Grant, wards the passage of a county opRepublican and Democrat senators interest of that man I would not like
ent, was directed to connne ine sum g0 to hg j,ome,
were it enacted, un- who
which
tion
HE
bill,
WANTS
urged that Roosevelt, Taft and to see a now principle put into effect
Kicardo Alarid In the county jail of
"7. That this respondent has known
Second class, over $2,000,000 and doubtedly would lead to several more Wilson all be made eligible for one from the operation of which he would
Santa Fe county for the term of three the said Alarid for and during a long
New
Mexico
in
comities
up
lining
Luna,
Eddy,
more elective term, met the opposi- be exempt.
Pa., Jan. 31 Presiden- less than $4,000,ni0
Philadelphia,
months, respectfully states:
period of time and known his as a
among the "dry" counties. The con tion of the Progressives and of some
Wilson does not feel that Otero, Union.
"if this change in our constitution
"1. That he admits he is the duly roan of integrity, and having conn- - t-elect
Third class, over $1,750,000 and less test over such a bill and its passage - of their own party members. The Is wise, and if this limitation-i- s to be
elected and Qualified sheriff of the rlenoe in him made him a trustv and lie is limited in picking his cabinet
to a
Guadalupe, in the house, a few days ago, has glvcounty of Santa Fe in the state of New BS .,1(,h ha'and the wife of this re-- ! to the men suggested to him by than $2,000,000 Curry, Rio Arriba en the liquor men a scare which it; Progressive senators objected limit- adopted, let us rise to the occasion
amendment
Mora,
Quay.
that
Lincoln,
constitutional
friends
of
candidates.
While
and apply it to every man."
said
the
riding
Mexico; that as such sheriff
sr0ndent directed the said Alarid to to
will take them a few days to get over,
Valencia.
ed the right of voters to select their
Philadelphia from Princeton today Roosevelt. San Juan,
Kicardo Alarid was committed to his
nhnrea In ami ahnnt the 1nll
such
if
is
conceded
that
It
generally
Fourth class, over $1,000,000
while they insisted that if
see .a dentist' he read reports
custody and that by the terms of said Lr.d djrected him, the said Alarid, atito
a measure passes this session of the president;
Sierra, Torrance.
prohibition were made it should THERE'S REIGN
any
commitment he was directed to con numerous times, to go to the butcher wnicn inrerrea tnat because ne was
Fifth class, under $1,00000 San- legislature it will be purely the result apply to all men equally.
tine the said Ricardo Alarid in the shops and carry meat to the jail for unable in his conversation with the
OF TERROR
of lax observance, by some of the
and Taos counties.
The amendments by Senator Hitchdoval,
to
last
recall
night,
correspondents
county jail for a term of three months other prisoners and was directed to offhand who had been
men of the existing laws which cock to make the
this aftersessions
committee
restriction
The
proposed
for
suggested
to give the
commencing November 11, 1912.
go to the merchants and storekeepers he nost of secretary nf
Washington ,D. C, Jan. 31 A
state hp. noon were held behind closed doors has resulted in a tendency
only to persons who hftve "held
"2. That he denies that he has al- - and carry groceries and provisions
to say, by counties, applyoffice
the
be
came
from
right
people
information
election after March 4, "reign of terror" at the ore mine
little,
sides
the
Mr.
theltnd
by
Bryan, the selection of
Ir.woil tVia aotri T? i rQ rH rt Alnrlil 'in
nntonnno
rn. u
not
kind
saloons of any
hind them. It is reporieu, now ever, whether or
1917, or discharged its duties for two workers strike at Mineville, N. Y., is
'
at large both day and night during
8. Tnat this respondent has been
on shall exist. In view of the stand takf
no agreement was reached
ha ',"ft' ,t
or more," after that time were charged in a report to the American
that
years,
the greater part If not all of the time BLerlff of the county of Santa Fe for ..
involving en by this same legislature a year defeated 32 to 7. The senate then Federation of Labor by Joseph N.
of the fifth class
counties
'
Mr
e'
uuee said commitment was issued,' a period of six vears and as such it Vilson. l could rect ,ftc'ared
It was ago, and the apparent change of sen- voted down Senator Root's amendSandoval and Taos counties.
a union organizer.
tat admits that he allowed the said, has always been his custom to make awho
of timent among a number of the mem- - ment which was simply to make the
classification
s
Billy
old
"Mounted and foot police, bosses
the
guard
been
for
other
naye
8Ugge8ted
to
men
have
.,vmuu Ainuu iu iuoio me jan
begun
Sandoval county at the last session bers, the liquor
term restriction take effect ai d foremen," he declared, "are breakxrusiy OI sucn prisoners as ue ueenr
coun- single
in he was Incarcerated at certain ed worthy of confidence and trust, portfolios either." He paused and
March 4, 1917.
that resulted In compelling the gov- worry about the outcome of the
after
added after a minute's reflection:
ing into the homeB of the strikers and
times, and under clrdumstances and and to his knowledge knows that this
salaries ty option bill.
D. C, Jan. 31. Sena- compelling them to go to work at the
Washington,
"And I might be making some nom- ernor to veto the county
The joint committee on finance ad- tor Sutherland
restrictions which are hereinafter l .as been the constant practice adopt inations of
bill and it may he the same difficulty
urged the adoption of point of guns. Some who refuse are
my own for I
ed by other sheriffs and the constant will not feel bound' to confinecertainly that will again tie up conn';- - salaries. journed shortly after noon today and the Root amendment, setting March thrown into jail.
fully set out.
myself
"3. He admits that on or about the
is
It
will
meet
probMonday.
This brought anpractice of- the warden of the peni merely to names that have been sug- 4, 1917, as the date.
It was a sidelight on New Mexico able that again
some sort of a salary bill
night of December 29, 1912, he per- tentiary; that he, this respondent, geste(j t0 me
other protest from the Progressive
this
morning, to see the cor- will reach
poli'tics
Tuesthe house about next
mitted the said Ricardo Alarid to leave
s
S X X s
ranks, Senator Poindexter declaring S S
luuugui lutti buuu practice wan
ridors about the legislative hall filled
The committee reached no agree- that if there was any
X
the jail; that at said date the said unlawful or could be considered a8 COLORADO WANTS JU8T
of a N TEN LIVES LOST
danger
officers,
impatiently day.
vrfith
county
IN SUDDEN GALE. X
Ricardo Alarid requested permission contempt ror me courts- process ana
in ment on counties of the fifth class man "perpetuating himself in office"
ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY. striding up and down, pausing
and the members decided to await because of his
to se the priest of Guadalupe church mat if ne had so regarded such pracLondon, Jan, 31. Lieutenant X
and populari"ability
small groups to exchange views onj
before
figures from those counties
or some place near there for the pur tice that he would have desisted Denver, Colo., Jan. 31. Among the
Humphrey W. Smith, and nine St
ty" as the friends of the single term
everything from the crops to tne
pose, as the said Alarid stated, of pay- therefrom; that this respondent has numerous bills introduced in the weather and waiting for the big com- taking final action thereon.
bluejackets of the Cruisers Per- - S
claimed that danger should be met
JS
NO COMMITTEE
ing over to the priest some money the greatest respect for the process
by making the resolution immediate- V seus are believed to have been
legislature are a number that mittee, to take some definite action.
ROOMS IN SENATE. ly effective."
lost while watching for pirateB X
vhlch he, the said Alarid, bad in his cf this and all other courts and has present
almost
Within the committee room, the air
contemplate
revolutionary
possession belonging to said priest; t'ot in this or in "any other case .wil- changes in the revenue system of was thick with the smoke of cigars,
Senator Cummins favored and Sen- X on the coast of the Persian gulf. X
The senate this afternoon passed
that this respondent had no knowl- fully or intentionally violated any or- Colorado.
finance Senate Resolution
while
Mr. ator Lodge opposed the exemptions X They had been detached on one X
the
No.
4,
and
by
pipes
cigarettes
X of the cruiser's cutters, which X
edge or Information that a religious der of this court, or any other court, The provisions in these bills include committees talked pro and con. The Crariipton in which an appeal was for Wilson, Roosevelt and Taft.
or dramatic performance
was being and If his conduct as sheriff in per- the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. When X appears to have sunk with all X
gradual introduction of a single members sat about a big table and made to the capitol custodian comheld that night either at said hall or mitting said Alarid to absent himself tax 'system, a system of income taxes, scribbled with pencils and pens as mittee to furnish the senate with, at the senate took up the single presi- X hands during a sudden gale, as X
church and has no knowledge or in- from the jail under the circumstances assessment of property at its full they debated this salary and that sal- least one committee room. The sen- - dential term today, Senator Root's X no trace of them has since been X
formation whether the said Alarid at- as herein set out is a contempt of the cash value, and the reduction of the ary.
X
amendment to make the constitu- X found.
tended the said performance; that at process of this court then this re- - mill levy.
tional amendment to take effect March
(Continued on page eight).
Some of the items said to have been
It took the state supreme court just
a few minutes this afternoon to dispose of the Sheriff Closson contempt
The court virtually
proceedings.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31, 1913.

GRAZING RIGHTS
ARE CONSIDERED

Removal Notice I

The Return of
Blood Eruptions

Cloudcroft. N. SI., Jan. 31. The
Cloudcroft Trading company, located
at Cloudcroft, Otero county, New Mex-ic- No Reason Why Anyone Should Sufhas sold out and will discontinue
fer With Such a Disheartening
business.
H. M. Denny, ol Alamo-- j
Experience.
N. M., has bou&ht the stock and
Pape's. Diapepsiu Gives In- gcrdo,
vill conduct the business at the old
Relief and The
Rtand for about two months or until
he can arrange to move into his own
Relief Lasts
building which is at present occupied
P- - H- Mendelson.
In the spring of
Every vear regularly more than a b'
,ne People Mercantile company
million stomach sufferers in tne Unit-1ed States, Kngland and Canada take wa8 organized in C'lu.ulcroft with H.
Hemngion as manager, m xau
Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only'
n's was Ranged to The Cloudcroft
immediate, but lasting relief.
This harmless preparation will di- - 1 radi"e company and F. S. iggs was
.Mr. Kiggs was
Igest anything you eat and overcome aelecte,(J as manager.
stomach a heavv stocI hlder in tlle new flrm' I
sour, gassy or
Several years ago Mr. Denny was in
'
!five minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't lit comfortably, tl)( mercantile business hero but he
Alamogorcio ana tor a long
or what vou eat lies like a lump of n'cveu
No case of contagious blood poison Is
.
lead In your stomach, or If you have time served as sheriff of Otero coun-tv- ever cured until the last particle' of the
Cloud-cofbeen removed from the circulat virus lia
Mr. Denny will move to
heartburn, that is a sign of
T! e least taint left in the blood
and make this his home as soon tion. surr.er
or Inter, cauae a freah outwill,
Get from yoor pharmacist a fifty-ce- as he can complete certain arrange- break of the trouble, with all its hideous
and
ments.
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destructive
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at
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Mr.
symptoms of ulcerated
Mendleson,
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und
. mouth
copper
throat,
take a dose j'jst na soon as you can. present occupies Mr. Denny's build-int- splotches, fnlling
hair, sores and ulcers,
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will
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for
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no
so
etc.
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No
be
will
There
medicine
OUR AXES, HATCHETS, SAWS AND CUTLERY WILL SAVE YOUR
risings,
surely cures
food mixed Columbus,. Ohio, where he will make contagious blood poison as S. S. S. It
belching of undigested
down into the blood and steadily TEMPER, BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL TEMPERED AND WILL HOLD
goes
his
home.
future
with acid, no stomach gas or heartsurt'ly drives out every particle of
The grazing season in the Alamo and
burn, fullness or heavy feeling In the
the Infection. It absolutely and perfectly THEIR SHARPNESS.
national
1913.
forest
1,
the blood, and leaves this vital
May
opens
headpurines
stomach, nausea, debilitating
OUR PRICES TOO ARE TEMPERATE, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT
fluid n fresh, rich and healthy as It was
aches, dizziness or intestinal griping. Tuesday a meeting of forest service before the
destructive virus of contagious GIVING YOU A
was
held
at
the
SQUARE DEAL WILL PAY US.
headquart- hlnnri iinlsnn Antprpd tlifl nlpmlfl.tlnn.
This will all go, and, besides, there employes
forest at s. S. S. quickly takes effect on the blood,
will be nor sour food left over in the t r of the Alamo national
WHEN HUNTING FOR HARDWARE COME TO US.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
stomach to posion your breath with Cloudcroft for the purpose of taking and gradually the symptoms disappear,
action on grazing applications. Those
nauseous odors.
hw,?
WOOD-DAVI- S
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds la bulk and packages
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure Present were: Supervisor It. P. Bal-- j the liuir stops corning out, the mouth and
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S.
S. has
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when
Chalmers
McConnell, throat heal
for
stomachs because it t,lls
cd the system of the poison no
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Brubaker
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elation,
if
stomach
Ranger
same
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It
the
cures c()ntagious blood poison because
your
jrst
the need station, Kanger W. P. Is the greatest of all blood purifiers,
wasn't there.
Johnson
stationed in the Guadalupe tested and proven in hundreds ana nun- Relief in five minutes from all
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Pbone Black stomach misery is waiting for you at mountains and Kanger Wm. Jno. AnYou will find S. S. S. for sale in all
who
temis
at
located
derson,
store.
present
any drug
drug stores at $1.00 per bottle. Write to
Swift Bldg.,
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These large
cases contain porarily at High Rolls, X. M. Every The Swift Specific Co., 127medical
advice
Atlanta. Ga., for private
more than sufficient to thoroughly opportunity possible will be given ap- and
a very instructive book on all blood
cure almost eny case of dyspepsia, in- plicants for grazing permits to make diseases, sent free, sealed in plain
their payments. The heavy snows wrapper,
digestion, or any other stomach
throughout the Sacramento and GuadThe newly weds
alupe mountains will insure a good old country.
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grass crop in the spring, the present along fine and after Isidor had ac- VARIOUS DOINGS AT outlook being that there will be an cumulated tome cash they accepted
in invitation to spend a couple
of
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
WINDMILL CITY unusually good one. It will be several months
as the guest of No. 1. Still
weeks yet before the fire season
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporopens and it is understood that the de- Xo. 2 had no inkling of the true state
of affairs.
Deming, X. M Jan. 31. C. II. West, partment is
tant
making
every
part. The grandfather would
preparation
of Granger, Texas, has purchased a foi the
As they were leaving for America,
proper protection of the forE.
be
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from
amazed
at the radiance of the mod-hoforty
relinquishment
ests in this section. The season of No. 1 demanded money and said she
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only legal
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and why all this light? To
ern
the Alaof Deming.
Mr. West will begin the mo
Domestic Lump
and she followed
forest, there being practically no gave her some
Fancy Egg
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more homelike to make
home
make
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development of this tract of land at fires.
them to the United States.
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mands became" bo insistent that
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
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hubby and Xo. 2 refused more and
TOO
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for
AN
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He
S.
arrested.
father, mother and children. Uood light
La.
Gueydan,
reports that R.
Atkerman, who purchased land here
GETS INTO TROUBLE "Send him to jail for life," Xo. 1
Phone One Double O J.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
last year, left Gueydan with an emitold the judge.
desired.
grant car for Deming yesterday. Mr.
"But I want him," declared Xo. 2,
311. Frederick
Philadelphia, Jan.
Ackerman bought a part of the Milli-- j
"we
have
a
little
now;'
boy
of 221 Xorth Ninth street.
ken place west of town, and is moving Stewart,
So Judge llosalsky is thinking hard.
occupied a cell in the Eleventh "and
here with his family.
Winter streets police station last
i
night
Sam Long, of Pecos, Texas, has because
he is not built according to
RELIABLE
sold out his business there, and writes ihe usual
and specifications. In
the chamber of commerce that he ex- fact he hasplans
too many thumbs.
pects to move here before the 15th of Perhaps he entirely
was never particularly
Mr. Long will reside
in proud of this
February.
fact, but it is absolutely
The Kansas City Star gives news of
Deming during the school year, but certaiu that
he is real sore
juV.now
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in.
will develop land
a robbery
the neighborhood about it. ,
which, occurred January
j
(
of Mybdus.
20, as follows:
There have been
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Mr. Coppinger and D. E. Dawes,
"Two guests at the Savoy hotel re
beries
in the central section of
both of Oklahoma, have invested in hp nitv.lately
to
the
loss
the
ported
police
IENT
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yesterday
Viimornna
liAnon.
to touch the button and
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oo cu- - of valuables. Nathan Salmon, who
,! ...Ml
from
copper
stove
Is ready to cook your
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the same. They went to Phoenix a ?as and
your
Your House
from
said
N.
Santa Fe,
M.,
registered
pprtitn fiv,ut.Ao
f,w days ago, and returned yesterday taken, Iu fact U)e
he missed a diamond stud, valued at
iron ready to use, your toasted
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
with another Ok ahoman, G. B. Casey, collection a
hobby and did not bother $175, after being jostled in an eleo Tahlequah, who was prospecting in about mucn
vator in the New York Life building.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuelgej t wag
fl on
the Salt River valley. Mr.. Casey
F.
D.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Wermut, Tulsa, Okla., reported
Isjnxtures, and houseowners did not ap- Percolators , Grill,
Phone 223
the loss of a gold watch, set with
very inuuii pieaseu wan tne Jiimores pl.ove at al,
tnf
Etc.
Tney
kept
poUce
Irons,
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heattrree diamonds. He does not know,
"
pusy minting for the thief,
rooms.
ed
Electricity will do every thing
bo says, whether it was stolen from
Special Policemen McFarlane and
We
furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
Messrs. Davis & Foster, of Canyon
him
or
not."
you.
Eurgess were assigned to the case,
City, Colo., who were arrested here',,, during their
and
ren'ght' Estimates and full inforday
investigations
cn charge of receiving stolen cattle,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
found tmlmb markR nn what
cently
mation
cheeerfully
given.
hud their examination trial at Colum- Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OIXTMENT fails to cure any
ouh Kstuui.,, anu were oouna over t:,em, for it was a clue which Is
await the action of the grand Jury nized aild championed by all recog-t-to case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
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u,c Dum VL J"U- date sleuths. But the trouble here Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
F. C. Parrish, of Horse Cave, Ky Vas that in
case
each
there were two
is here with his family to. locate.
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'
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of
Williamson,
Sardis, Miss., ferently lined
all points in New Mexico, Ari
i, prospecting here.
Buree.. and McEVirlane were puszl- zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
C. H. Armstrong and wife, of San Ld
nt
Thn thv Hio-- .
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Francisco, Calif., arrived in Deming secret. The lulet has two thumb8 on
yesterday afternoon by auto from El his right hand, and might have half
Paso. Mr. Armstrong and wife have a dozen on his left.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
But two thumbs
toured from Xew York by automobile, oa one hand sounded
and they
good,
coming the southern route by Xew Or- look up the study and
investigation of
leans. He states that he struck the thumbs.
Borderland route at Plainview, Texas,
two
They wanted a. man with
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
and that the road from Plainview, thumbs on his
hand, and no one
right
WOOD
LUMP
SAWED
here is the best stretch of road he has else would do at all.
They were
found since leaving Virginia.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
They finally made happy. They learned that
left yesterday over the Borderland Stewart had two thumbs on his
right
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
for Phoenix, by way of Douglas.
hand. That, of course, did not prove
.
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Jnat Stewart was the thief, and they
SAN DIEGO TAKES OVFR
had to "get the goods on him." So
BIG WATER COMPANY. they laid for Frederick.
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 31. Formal
Yesterday they saw him leave an
For Rates and Full Information Address
transfer of the property of the South-e- empty house at 249 Xorth Twelfth
California Mountain Water com- street with a bag that looked heavy.
Q F. & P. AQENT,
pany to the city of San Diego took They pounced on him and locked him
EL PASO, TEXAS.
place today. The company received up. The bag had a lot of brass and
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
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established by law, and as
lieve, could not be eliminated
out the action ol congress.
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be-
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BIRO BUTCHERS!

with-

i i i
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They
nd even
t.ave performed .creditable
FAINT
(iisunuishcd service, and 1 have no
iiU';ihiou whatever of entering the
New York, Jan. St. To rid the Key-- ;
proposition of removing them from stone state of its reputation us a ua-- i
Delia Long Unable to Stand
ll.e I'nited States tinny.
Ttional clearing house among the bird fr'rs.
the doctor
When you get a little out of condition
butchers engaged in aigrette traffic,
'
On Her Feet More Than a Few
I
I
always says, "Eat more fruit.'He He knows
which has been made illegal in many
knows that
GUNMAN
TEXAS
the value of fruit in the diet.
"Tp
Minutes at a Time.
fI I
I I
states of the union, the lighting tnreesj
scarcely one person in a hundred eats enough
H15
Audu-Association
fruit. We save it too frequently to top off on.
of
National
of the
been allied with
Pcndersrass, Ca. Mrs. Delia Long,
MOREYS
ON mR. WILSON lxu societies have
piace, in a recent, letter, says:
the farming and bird protective inter- - Of this
"For five or six years, 1 suffered agonto
logisla-of
urge,
efts
Pennsylvania
ies with womanly troubles.
Austin, Texas, Jan. Bl. Captain tlon
the pale of the feath-- i
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
Pill McDonald, famous Texas gunman, erb ofprohibiting
other
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
and
the
native
egret
who served as Woodrow Wilson's peron my feet long, I would faint.
of birds.
I
I I
1
I took Cardui, and it helped hie lm
sonal bodyguard the last month of the speecies
bill to protect the mother
a
Behind
are the choicest varieties of Apricots. Berries, Pears,
campaign, made his debut birds massacred to provide these cost- - mediately. Now, I can do my work all
"TPHI
presidential
I I
I
I
Peaches. Pineapple, etc.. etc.. famous tor flavor among fruit
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
as a public speaker today.
to
ly plumes, which Senator Jones, of
IbJL
Take Cardui when you fel ill in any
growers delicatejy prepared and cooked just enough
ranch
this
his
down
came
from
He
roduco in way weak, tired, miserable, or under
Altoorm hag offered to
I I
I 1
SOLITAIRE TEA
SOLITAIRE COrrEE
the
in
his
admirers
when
weather. Cardui is a strength"
and
mthe
1
tr.e state senate within a few days, it
morning
SOLITAIRE SPICES
mI I
state senate learned he was in town Is expected to rally women's clubs, building tonic medicine for women.and
I 1
"ThtBetl th Grocer Can Dtliwr"
It has been found to relieve pain
a resolution was adopted commanding granges and sportsmen. From the distress
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
caused by womanly troubles,
Urn to appear before that body and powerful interests of the feather deul-- j and Is an cxcei'ont medicine to have oa
President-elect
of
he
tell what,
thought
ers, who have made Philadelphia a' hand at all times.
Cardui acts ou the womanly constiWilson. He was brought into the sen- distributing center for the trophies ol'!
u; womanly strength,
escortate by a special committee and
heron slaughter, strong opposition to, tution, building
toiling up the nerves, and regulating
ed to the presiding officer's stand.
this humane measure is already re- - the
womanly organs.
Its half century of succpss Is due to
"If I'd had on my gun you fellows ported.
merit. It has done good to thousands.
To rouse the womou of Pennsylva
would never have rounded mo up to
it? It may be just what
nmke a speech," Captain McDonald nia to the shame of tolerating in their i Will you try
need. Ask your druggist about
you
traf-in
home
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for
"1
a
j
this
made
my
never
said.
headquarters
speech
Cardui. He will recommend it.
fic In the nuptial plumes of bird moth
lite and I ain't a goiu' to now.
reckon you want to know what did ers, butchered for their feathered
book. "Home Treauaao
while I was with Mr. Wilson. The scalps while their broods are left' to Instructions, an.t
most that I done was to kill a snake, stare, members of the Federation of '"Wom.r.,
omen s clubs, which has indorsed
Mr. Kelly, and it was getting pretty cold up there
Gross Kelly & Company, well known! move for some time," said
through trembling lips as he opened
the
of
will be the
I did it, too. Just think 'of kill-- j the antiaigrette movement,
when
is
manager
general
door.
wholesale merchants, announced
,i pi.ny. "Our idea is to compete ac- lag a snake in the winter time! Now, asked to work in the campaign,
"Nothing doing," said the police- eay that this company had BecnreU,
and
civic
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and
finest
Mexlco
commercial
the
he
Church,
New
Mr.
norUlern
for
as
fm,
Wilson,
urn n. "I can't walk to the station."
property west of the city near the, gljuthern Colorado Dusilless. We have
the st;,te. are
I ever met, and he is going to ionizations throughout
"In the name of the law put on the
tracks of the Santa Fe railway and oC fcun(J that Colorado conCerns were make the best president we ever had. also expected to lend their aid to free
commanded Paunvskt.
juice,"
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad and
1
Mpvtm mid wg
thank you gentlemen for this Pennsylvania from the grip of the
.
a prayer on his lips the motor
With
,
,
,
that they would immediately begin
feather trade, for economic. and aphonor."
man gently pushed the handle around
.
v.
,
construction of an immense wholesale
0m tr, fnm.
i .cniiniai as welt as munane reasons.
,,T
i.n
couldn't think of anything more!
two or three points and regardless of
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.
.
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house "here,
fr.lr.i-- An nennto nmv til
iui fl.n
ino.xuiuicuv
i0 say, ' lie sam, wnen tie got otusiue
ycic
schedule
let his ear creep until the
A wholesale
house, warehouse, San Juan county, a portion of the
squatted as soon ns 1 got through."
station was reached. When Patkow-BOMB
truckage, etc., as large as the com- state it always has been difficult for
superiors summoned courage to
us to reach, before. The opening of
MADE BIG SCARE ski's
pany's property in the city of
examine the tube they found it to
NOTICE.
or in Las Vegas, will be in-- , tuis store here will mean a big thing
contain carbide of calcium.
January 21, 1!)1:I.
stalled with as little delay as possible. tor Santa Fe because it will bring busIs hereby given that the unChicago, Jan. 31. Mrs. Frances
..Notice
DenKallroad trackage from both the
iness here and will add to the payroll
Treasurer of the Dort'f, 1103 West Chicago avenue,;
ver & Rio Grand and the Santa Fe in this city. I will be the active man- - dersigned, Slate
State of New Mexico, on the twenty-fourt- stumbled over a black cylinder near WOULD GET 'EM
will be ran to the company's ware- - aaer of an three stores anu win travel
day of January, lfli;i, determ- lu r alley gate late at night. Quite
IF THEY HAD
house so that goods may be unloaded between Las Vegas, Albuquerque and
ined by lot the Certificates of Casual sure that it was a bomb she sent her
and loaded without delay.
Santa Fe. A local manager will be Indebtedness issued March 1, 1900 to small son after a policeman and
CAPT. FORNOFF
such a sent here by the company.
"We have contemplated
be redeemed on the first
the neighborhood.
Patrol-day of Planned
Max Batkowski walked right into
March, 1913, and the following cerli-jniuChicago, 111., Jan. 31. The sport-hificates weie so determined to be re- the alley and to the horror of the scatwriters on the Chicago papers
of January 7, and In answer I beg to
Numbers 22. r,", 20, tering throng picked the thing up. took great, pleasure in criticising Capdeemed,
COLORED REGIMENTS
say that there is no truth whatever 10, 13, 17, 10, 41, 39, 67, 11, S, G, 75, 03, Finding no fuse and hearing no tick- tain Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico
NOT ABOLISHED in the rumor that one of the topics 7C
and lfi.
ing inside he boarded a car to take it mounted police for his part in stopto be discussed at the coming con
Notice is further given that the to the station, when a cold chisel or ping the fight at Las Vegas last July.
This was all very well at the time,
Washington, Jan. 31 Tlie persis- ferenco with the general officers of above mentioned and numbered Cer-th- a can opener might be had. lie went
to
will
the
as
thereon
the captain does not know very
the
and
interest
front
tent rumor that the current conferto
eliminate
is
platform.
titieates,
the
proposal
army
s
True to the ritual of motornien, the much about prize fights, but he is just
ence of general officers of the army the negro as an American
soldier. be paid on the presentation and
the
would consider recommending
conference has been called to render of such Certificates at the man at the controller allowed to the a:i good at stopping crooks, for he and
twelve men manage to preserve
abolition of all negro regiments has discuss the pending reorganization of joffice of the said Slate Treasurer on policeman that it was a more or less li
the tienee over a crent deal of torri- been set at rest by the Secretary of the army upon a tactical Instead of a jibe first day of March, 1913, and that n;ce evening. Then he asked:
"What's that you're carrying? It toy. When they go after an outlaw
War. Secretary Stimson, replying to peographical basis, and it is not in- - the interest will cease upon such
tha looks heavy."
sn inquiry addressed to him by Prof tended or anticipated that the ques-- j Certificates thirty days from
they bring him back with them.
"1 don't know,"
1'urt G. Wilder, formerly of the Medi- iion of the disposition of the colored date of the first publication of this
AVouIdn't you like to have a few men
replied Batkowski,
cal Corps of the army, has written the r( niments will be discussed at it in notice.
shifting his burden carelessly and like tliern on the Chicago police force
(Signed) O. X. MAROON,
Icllowing letter:
gazing out the window, "but I think now, when Trilby Thompson and the
any way, shape or manner.
State Treasurer it's a bomb."
1
at.to bandits are running wild? A New
have today received your letter The four negro regiments have teen
The motorman put on the brakes.
Mexican, who feels safer at home
"tie off," he whispered hoarsely than inside the loop.
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Shake The Fruit Trees
All Year Round

"Tn
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Solitaire,

J
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"OK"

PUTS

Canned Fruits
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Denver & Rio Grande R, R. f

it

SHORTEST LINE TO

i

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,

I

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

t

For All Eastern Points.

i

j

i i i i i l i i i i i

i i i

:

'

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden

11

x

and the Pacific Coast

-

GROSS KELLY COMPANY
TO OPEN

IN SANTA FE

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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Montezuma
of Kennedy, N. M.,
1, A. F. & A. M. cos Gonzales,
communi- - who, on March 7, 1907, made Hnie-catio- n
Regular
first Monday 'stead Entry 04005, No. 1083C, for NE
13 N.,
of each month at
Section
13, Township
at Range 8 E N. M. P. Meridian, lias
Hall
Masonic
7:30.
filed notice of Intention to make five
R. H. PAUL, W. M.
year proof, to establish claim to the
'land above described, before Regis- CHAS. E. L1NXEV, Secretary.
'ter and Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
!Tr
,,,
Santa Fe Chanter No !at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 12. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1
R A. M. Regular
y
Jose, Barela, Enrique Barela,
second
convocation
of each month lil10 Valencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
at Masonic Hall at 'and Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galhrteo,
N. M.
7:30 p. m.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
J. A. MASSIE,
H. P.
Register.
ARTHUR SEUGMAN,
Secretary.
Are You a 8eller7 An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
Santa Fe Commandery New
Mexican will put your real es- v..
if T Rnrrnlnr
on tne market effectively. It will
conclave' fourth Mon-!tatput the facts of your property before
day in each month, at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 the eyes of all possible buyers.

A

.

SUPPOSED

j

1

Albu-qeerqu- e

h

'

1

n

e

1

e

e

sur-Tni-

p. m.

Santa Fe Lodge of Per-fection No. 1, 14th de-- 1
gree. Ancient and Ac-- !
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at.
7:o0 o'clock in the. evening in the New
Scottish Rite:
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend,

i

i

Nervousness
Headache
For Backache
due to disorders
and
of Kidneys and Bladder

JAMES A. MASSIE, 22,
Venerable Master.
H, F. STEPHENS, Secretary.

A

GOOD WIFE AND MOTHER.
She was an ardent suffragist, and
as no one else seemed to be moved
.o go ahead she went to the legislature
and told the senators and representatives what they wanted.
Naturally, when the suffrage supporters determined to have a lobbyist at this session they gave Mrs.
Dtwey the job.

At

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Want ao. in tb New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

if- -

SHE'S A GOOD LOBBYIST BECAUSE SHE'S

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
,U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Jan. 10, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Mar-NLodge

MASONIC.

m-o-

l

NOTICE

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
-

o

.

A. T., & S. F. R. R.

P. O. E.

TIME TABLE

Santa Fe LodgeNo
P. O.

460, B.

B..

Effective January 1st, 1911.

holds its regular
session, on the sec-- :
fourth
and
ond
Wednesday ct each;
month.
VUitlng!

brothers are invit
ed and welcome.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. U connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10

I

FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P M. A. LIEXAU,
Secretary,

Santa

Fe

13514,

M.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

1

Ing
!

neighbors welcome.

iA. E. P. ROBINSON,

.ii

Fire- -

Visit--

Clerk.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to
with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to cen-newith No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
eon-ne-

;

-

FELLOWS,
.No. 2, I. O. O. F.
JJ Santa Fe Lodg
ODD

meets

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p. I
m.

Consul.

A. G. WH1TTIER,

p.

m.
No. 3

Camp
W. A.,
meets second Tues-day each month, so-- ,
clal meeting third

Tuesday at
man's Hall.

eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12: f

regularlj

every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brotherg always welcome.

j

-

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Itg regular!
meeting on the Brst Thursday of each
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
welVisiting brothers are Invited and
come,
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

j

I

&
MRS. NINA DEWEY "SHOWING
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 31, Mrs.
WHY SHE HOLDS HER .IOH."
Nina Dewey of Des Moines declures
Irvine tn bp
ti.ot it to l,iiniie, kIip
"
'
" "'
a good wife and a good mother that
"
" "
she is in a position also to be a good "
I' a line of black type calling me a
'lobbyist for suffrage.
" Mrs.
Dewey confessed.
You know what a woman lobbyist 'lobbyist',
"Hut 1 am a lobbyist!
That is all
'is? A gayly dressed, vivacious, con-berre.iture who lures silly, there is to it. And I'm a lobbyist
want to leave my little boy
'foolish representatives and senators cause
That's the type a good country to live in a country"
to their destruction?
taat appears in the novels and on the;""" S'ves eve.june a lair mio.
'My methods? Really, I don't know
f tage.
.
ll.- -i
..lwv.lt
o"-k
t
"""
at
isn
Well Mrs llewev
anything
I go
In
same
the
the
statehouse
way
vivacious
enough.
ell like that. She's
I want to get.
Ii
else
about
.H Bi.
irood
.fit
anything
clothes, that
ers
her nicely. Hut she's a regular woman js'mply call on the members of the legwho has been duly elected a lobbyist lsiature wnom i ueneve to ae uonesi
j
because her fellow workers for worn ana cupauie anu ten tnem wnai
i n's suffrage in Iowa know she can do want
"Yon know there Isn't any need to
more with the legislature than any
conceal anything about woman's suffother woman in the state.
There Isn't any way to press
She first became interested in sev rage.
anu nones,
J
P'
f.
Iowa
legisthe
eral measures before
Mm. Dewey took up a picture from
lature in connection with the practice
was a pretty ptoture ot
of medicine. The matter did not seem jher desk. It.
'a
group, a mother, a
family
charming
from
it
deserved
to get the attention
fathci onti a hnnv
wuimu mniunncio
Dewrot know anything about It. No one "A modern Madonna?" Mrs.
visitor
suggested.
else seemed Inclined to tell them, so ey's
"No," then with a bright smile,
she went about it herself In a pera lobbyist for woman suffrage
'.'just
bills
And
the
natural
way.
fectly
showing why she holds her iob."
i

j

1

1

'

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
idea..
the modern way of building a library. This is the

ONCE

9n

U8 .i

Neatly and Cheaply Done.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

t

?i

Globe-Wernic-

ke

,""

1

1

T

j

j

New Mexican Printing Co. Agents;

-

Now Is The Time

F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead
To Have Your Upholstering and
2879, Br o t h e
Done. Work
of Ameri- Furniture Repairing
of the Best. Prices Right.
can Yoemen.
Meets first FrWE MAKE
iday of the Kitchen Cabinets, Step Ladders,
month at the
Counters, Shelving, Ironing Tables.
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, H. I.. Baca,
RERA1R WORK OF ALL KINDS
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

Jan.

M.

J.F. RHOADS
::
lephoae

SANTA

157 W.

FE, N.

10, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Fer- na'ndo Goni!ttie8
of Pecos,
N. M.,
who, on Dec. 28, 1905, made Home- stead Entry No. 07110, for NW
Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above
described, before Register
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 13, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio
Encarnacion Gonzales,
Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
Barela, all of Pecos, N, M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

"FixitShop"
For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal

and Wood

GDNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY

UPHOLSTERING
128 GaUsteo

and

SPECIALTIES

St. Phone IW

J

M

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE FOUR..

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31, 1913.

THE BIG

mwB
sporting
"HONEST GEORGE'S"
FAMOUS OLD ED GEERS TELLS
By George R. Pulford.
Memphis, Tenn., Jan, "1. Did vou
ever see a great harness hprse race?
Do you recall the intense silence at
the, finish; nothing save, the thrumming of steel slioa hoofs punctuating
he stillness; the high held heals and
distended nostrils of the fighting
the far flung front feet and
The whirling
powerful
wheels; the tense petitions of th';
drivers; the winner's name, acclaimed
. 1.
II
t
1... IhAllDnnn ...n .1. .. nuBiM-ure
u,
i,uV
hind-iuarters-

1

""Ci

A

-

enjoy all tiiis"
Guess vc are all alike in one re- spect we like to hear and to read
ibout great horse races, anyway.
I know I do, and that's why 1 went
cut to Billings' park to hear the
world's best reinsmnn,
Kdward " F.
("Pop") Geers tell the story of some
cf the greatest sulky races.
Do you

RACE

GREAT

FIRST

OF HIS CORKING

'HOSC

-O-

QUESTIO-

And Some of the Ways

Answered.

Ifs

MINEJ

WILL YOU BE

UTCLASSED, BUT WON
NEW MEXICAN READERS,

RACE STORIES

the 2:17 trot, we met the same horses Walter K. out to get the pole, but
with a couple of others added. My! Honest George was full of trot undj
horse was favorite although he was at the half disposed of his rival.
'
nor was closing with .Abbie V. ano
T
"The only chance
the race began,
had was with at the
the bicycle sulky and I. used it, the
"Turner's drive was masterful. The
ethers sticking to the high wheels gray mare, drew alongside steadily;
It was a race marked by heavy bet- I saw her head pass my shoulder and
ting. Honest George' money pouring creep along Honest George's side andj
liito the pools.
jr knew it Was to be a horse race.
"I' won the first heat from Sprague
"I shook up Honest George and
CJoldhurst, but lost the second. Hon tiiove him for all I knew how. He;
breaking while trying tc responded gamely wiien I called upon
' isl George
pom the position, so I laid him up. him and fought the mare stride foi
The day was suffocating and
my 's: ride, while the crowd stood up and

"POP"

GEERS.

STRUCK FOR
"COMMISSION" GOVERNMENT.

BLOW

AW

j

s

-

...

rM

MAW: 1

j

j

WILLIAM FARAB

THE

Capital Bar
Schlitz

Lemps

PHONE 239. W.
55ZSaa

Francisco Street.

thus showing a saving to shippers of
a 12 days' business.
"It is also worthy of note that although the business was large, no
e
congestion has resulted. The
clerks in 45 cities have handled an average of only 2S parcels per
day,' this including both incoming and
8547,508. 12 on

post-offic-

j

outgoing parcels."
UNDER WAY.
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 31. After
eleven days devoted to procuring
a
jury, the second trial of Clarence S.
Harrow, former counsel for the
brothers, on a jury bribery
charge growing out of the famous dy- FINEST QUALITY
namite trial, filially got under way
SECOND

EMIL MIGNARDOT

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

Des Moines, la., Jan. 31. Commission form of government for all Iowa
cities of five thousand population or
more was brought a step nearer today when the house committee on
municipal corporations in the Iowa
legislature decided to report favorably the Sherman bill, i While this
bill was drawn with particular refer- ence to Grinnell, it is appliftble to
an oiuer cities in tne state.
Brief sessions only were held by
the house and" senate. The latter adjourned until Monday out of respect
to Senator Gates, who died suddenly
this morning, and the former adjourn- ed for the day, for the same reason.

.

three-quarter-

auch as Graustark is used as a background for a play, hence the tremendous success of this offering. Not since
the "Prisoner of Zenda" was given for
tht delectation of theatre-goers- ,
has
thfere'been a romantic drama, as clean
and wholesome as "Graustark."
As a dramatic offering,
it should
surely prove the banner attraction of
the year at Santa Fe's popular

N-

TRIAL OF
DA R ROW

j

POP" GEERS' FIRST STORY HOW
WON
HORSE
OUTCLASSED
WHEN
TO
BIKE
HITCHED
SULKY.
"With Goers I walked through the
odd head from
stable where he has
which to choose his string this year
for the talo that the "Silent
has retired is unfounded.
We passed some sulkies, and I venlie 3
I
tured that the bikes had prolonged
lira career making ridin; much easier
c
than the old style sulkies.
"Yes, they are a great thing. The
'
first bicycle sulky won a great race
for me when I would have lost, all
horse benefited by taking it easy.
things being equal," said Geers. ,
yelled first for one and then for the
"In the third heat. Hazel Wilkes 'other,
"I saw the first bicycle sulky at De
"Abbie V. stopped gainir-- when her
troit, June 20, 1892. It had been sent felt the effect of winning the previous
1o Budd Poble, and I borrowed
it one and was not a contender.
;i)ose reached Honest Georee's tluvmt
When I drove a workout several sec"Turning into the stretch, Starr itch, and bo they went like a team
onds faster than tho same horse could rallied Little Albert and overtook us between lines of yelling,
step to high wheels, I knew the busi- 50 feet from the wire, and the, finish n.en. Turner tried every trick to lift
was as pretty as anyone could ask for the mare ahead, but
ness would be revolutionized.
although he was
"I had Honest George in the 2:17 II was nip and tuck to the last, the pushed to his limit, Honest George
trot that day, and when the program heat coming to me"T)y a short head, with the aid of the
bike,
was able to stall off the gray until
closed, we had not finished the race. i) a hard drive.
I had two heats and Hazel Wilkes, the
'Orria Hickok was behind Walter tho wire was reached. Had I ridden
California mare, had won two.
E. in the last heat, and recalling hisl:;i a high wheel
sulky that day, 1
"The next day I borrowed the bike work with the horses two years be would probably have lost the race
Milky and drove Honest George to It, fore, at Buffalo, the crowd expected
Accounts of the race by turf writ
ers add something to Geer's story.
vinuing the deciding heat in faster something.
time than he has ever stepped.
"We scored many times before get They agree that the last two heats
"The next week, at Cleveland, injting the word and once Hickok rushed (were of the most brilliant trotted over

mi

17 Shoe Polishes

Harrow Is alleged to have bribed
Robert Bain, a sworn juror in the
McNamara case, through the instrur-- '
mentality "of Bert Franklin, who was
de-a detective for the McNamaras'
fense and later became the chief wit-r ess against Darrow in his first trial
en the charge of having tried to bribe
George Lockwood, a McNamara yen-- .
ireman. Bain confessed to having tak- jtn a bribe from Franklin soon after
the sudden and sensational close of
the McNamara trial.

J

j

g

light-runnin- g

see him leave the club. Stilll, he is It is significant that in the face of
'going up higher and for that reason tMcir defeat last season, nearly every
1 am
He will make a mighty American
glad.
boss issues
good president and will give Phlladel- - the warning, "Look out for the
"
They know that the team did
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31. Pittsburgh is;Pnia a winning club. I wish him all
not play up to form last year.
the dark horse in the 1913 National li:e success in the world."
The players were also overconfident.
ag Is still hankering after the
leaeue npnnant race.
......
.
.
o
ih a
w iuuk mings too easy in tne early
j
"fe"
" ,a.Ui..
No
less an authority than Cant. ,wf
to
Bean- - stretch of the campaign, and coudn't
tne
purcnase
ptea
John Henry Wagner says so; and as
ters from
The Mackmenl
John Henry expects to have some-- j
Bpburfn R!B"; close the gap later.
:e" ,W"er' fa,n
missed the rich world's series fall ofj
.
thing to say concerning the disposi- wuiii to Lie
tion of the banner, his words of wis-- b,ock?? th?;de? ' and asl, ?ht
? ,i.u in for the uiiubigiutrychecks
vvciii, niH) ut! j 11 imve util eligible
flora should be listened to.
again.
Recently ui;ioaiu.
ity iuck me nexi nine i try to uuy a Therefore, they can be expected
to
?n ardent Pirate fan asked Wagner if c,llD-iplay savagely from the start of the
the Smoky City club was going to win
r.oxt brush.
U'e 1913 bunting.

HONUS WAGNERSAVS
PIRATES ARE THERE

League-directin-

g

Mack-men!-

Wfitttemorels
LARGEST

VARiETY

j

1

4V

4

rfx

the famous Glenville track, and that
the wfzardly E. F. Geers proved tool
much for the combined skill of Gold-smith, Hickok and Turner and alone
made the outclassed Honest George

N

')
Tm
UH

1

unbeatable.

GEERS

AN

INSTITUTION.

such data as their supposed ages and!
their supposed presence in
school In Europe, were added?
Nobody Knows. Nobody can imag- It's just one of those things that
really do happen, which are stranger
than any fiction of novel or drama

fPfi'

I

KWFtWl'

.
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"GILT EDGE" tho only Indies' shoe dressing t!mt
lineiiivdy contnins OIL K!R'ks and l'olislKi la'inV
mid children's hoots find shoes, sliines without rub- -

bind, iiiic.

'UANDY"

i

GLOSS," 1UC

'TRENCH

combination for chaning and polishing
-

.inc-ti- n

ihi-i-

WILL

c

j

WOULD SUPPRESS POLYGAMY. all kindsofriwet.or tan shoe, Woe. "STAR"eie,4"c.
QUICK'HirE"(iiillflUldfnrniH-ithsponi.'e;iulckDenver, Colo., Jan. 31 The Colo- - ly cirans anu wnnenstmiv canvas wiwua, jui;. & xr.
"ALEO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas shoes. In
rcdo senate today adopted' a resolu-t'on- , round
white cukes puckt-diboxes, with
n handsome, Inre aluminum bo:;cs,
loc.
already "adopted in the house, sponge,
with sponge, '25c.
inviting other states to join Colorado
cwuhination for gentlemen who eikr
"ELITE"
shoes look A 1. Keston.s color
in appointing a committee to formul
ptidein having
und lustre to all black shoes. Polish with a iini,4t
' ate laws or a constitutional 'amend-n.en- t or
cloth, 25 cents. "BABY ELITE" aize,Hcenr.
ml us
If yoitr dealer fines not keep the kind you
to "suppress effectively the prac lue
price in vtiiiti,Rfir ftill fir-- paekatve, eliurjieo iHtld.
tice of polygamy in the United States." 20-2- WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO., Mass,
Albany Street, Cambridge,
The senate adopted
a resolution t&nt Oldest
ami Lamest Matt'ifaeturas a
Slfe Polishes in tlie World.
asking the supreme court for an opinion as to whether or not there is at
law in
present an eight-hou- r
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Pope Motor Cycle

PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250

rr
i
i

IRATE MOTHERS DROP
ON FLOGGING TEACHER

I

n
OU

I

It seems like sarcasm to tell who;
Ed Geers is. He is an institution,
For more than 30 years he has driv-- j
en narness norses ana for years has
been without a peer as a trainer,
developer and driver. In his career,
scandal has never breathed Its foul
breath upon him. He holds a place
in the affection of the American people
that only one other horseman attained
and that was Hiram Woodruff.
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DECLARES HALF MILLION
With Imported Magneto.
SAVED BY PARCEL POST.
without a doubt with trouble
Washington, Jan. 31. Not only has Motor Cycle left
at the factory.
the parcel post saved the United
States in the first fifteen days of its
existence
more than a half nii'lion
dollars, according to Senator Bourne,
Jr., but it has not proved a hardship
to the letter carrier.
"Under
the postage rates previously in force, one cent per ounce."
said the senator, "the postage would
have been an average of 18
cents PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,
per parcel, or a total of $942,391.99, j
33". HUT.
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New York, Jan. 31. Mrs. Lillian
Allen and Mrs. Lucy Coleman descended upon Samuel O. Rosenblum,
teacher in public school No. 89, hit GRAUSTARK WILL BE
him
with their fashionable
"Well," came the measured reply, CONNIE MACK SAYS
HERE FEBRUARY
ed handbags and scratched with hat- wo may and wa mayn't, You see, ye
CHILDREN
CONE
IT
IS
HIS
PENNANT
And, if his somewhat confused
pins.
don't want to be like the Cincinnati
j
NOW KNOW WHERE memory furnished a reliable record, When "Graustark," George Barr Mc- elub, which wins the pennants in, the
he had a narrow escape from being Cutcheon's book play, which has been
'
Connie
Jan.
31.
Steve league during winter time and
Philadelphia,
purposes by
Mack,ne
sase of Lehigh avenue, who: xew y0rk, Jan. 31 John Montgom- - slashed by young Mosey Coleman, the dramatized ior stage
then falls down hard when the season
son of one of the two dark Grace Hayward, comes to the Elks'
seldom talks for publication
in the c.ry sraa,.t was president of th Afgets under way.
of Santa Fe
Amazons.
theatre, the theatre-goer- s
"No sir; we're going to be the dark loat of months, comes right out CricHn Cold Storage & Shipping
vill have the opportunity of witness-- i
Coleman"
said
in
Sirs.
the
and
that
the
Athletics
"Hosey,"
says
He went down with the TitanDan
horse this season. We have a dandy
home for his iiif; the most talked of and successful
club, and you can just bet your boots have the team this year out of which jc. His wife had died 1G years be- - Harlem court, "came
and show romantic drama before the public in
recess
time
around
limsliu
dinner
winners
are fashioned.
that we are going to play ball. I'm
jfore. As soon as the death of Smart;
i t cent years.
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GENERAL LIVERY
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Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

j

SADDLE

chil-yea-

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

j

JOHNHAMPEL, Proprietor.

j

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
.
Family- Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and

Imported

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

,

t

DISTRIBUTOR OF

'

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

s

u.c

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mexf
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BARTELDESV SEEDS
WESTERN

E
E
D

S

SEEDS FOR WESTERN

PLANTERS

ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED

I

If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
.

Dry Farming Seeds
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,
Denver, Colorado.
1804, Department Q,;. .

Our Specialty
Box

.

FRIDAY, JANUARY

fa

1903

Incorporated

Established IS56

Just One lore Week
left in which to take
advantage of the

Still a Nice Assortment to Select From,

Muslin Underwear, Table Linens,
Ladies' Waists,
One-PiecDresses, Children's
Dresses and Rompers
e

GO

POSITIVELY

AT LESS THAN

COST!

JUDGE ABBOTT

!

IIIImB
UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Business

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHUN,

J.

B. LAMY, Vice

-

President.

ztmiH,
Mr. and Mrs.

.1. W. Johnson of Den-- !
ver, are at the Palace.
Charles Chadwick is- a visitor hero
from the Duke City
Monico .laramillo, of Knclno, is
here on business. '
H. E. Palniatier is a sightseer from
Lafayette, Indiana. He is registered
at the Palace.
From 24 to 40 was the range
temperature here yesterday; the nil- -midity 50 per cent. The lowest teni"
yvri at in c um iii, mot n'ti"
grees and at G o'clock this morning
it was 20.
W. J. Lloyd, general manager of the
mountain division of the Western,
Union Telegraph
company, arrived
here today on a tour of inspection of
the otiices of the company. He has
visited Denver, Trinidad, Las Vegas,
and goes from here to Albuitueniue.
"We are seeking to improve the serv- ice," he Bald. With him came E. E.
McC'llntock. district commercial su- perinteiident of the Western Union
with offices in Denver.

HWWWtHWWWWtfl
DON DIEGO ADDITION
$
I TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE

f

Precinct

In

See Us

No. 4

I I i

(South Side)

O F E TV -

Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
at Once and Qet Your Choice

of

OX. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San FrancUco St.,

PLUMBERS'

-

-

AUTOS GO UP IN SMOKE.
Sioux City, la., Jan. 31. Fire to
day destroyed the plant of the T. U.
and
Ncrthwall company, automobile
implement dealers, with a loss of

urinary

mm

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

DISCHARGES

EELIEVKD IN

124 HOURS
Each Capsi.li- tilt: ntiitH'

-

bears

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

(MIDY

Beware of ewnterfeit
ALL DllLliOlSTS

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

U S.

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer,

104 DON

GASPER ST.

Telephone

Where

KAUNE

Quality

8

GO.

Governs the Price

and Price the Quality

9 W

Your Best Resolution

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS,

Will be to buy your
goods this year on a
basis of quality, not
price alone. That
will lead yotr to our
door, because there
is no store which
sells QUALITY GOODS

GREENHOUSES, ETC.

Lawn Dressing, per cwt ,
Rlnnrl and Rnne Fertilizer, oer cwt..
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
.

$2.50
2.95

275
3 00

ask to see samples.

SANTA FK, NEW MEX.
.
Telephone 19

WHY NOT BUY

Useful! tasting Presents?
the eaon when people are buying hinge, either to
This
Just a
make others happy or to add to their own comfort
word: Why not get preeenti of lasting value for the home? We
have all kinds of furniture to appeal to your taste OAK,
Also some VERY
MAHOGANY,
WALNUT, and WICKER.
FINeTlarGE RUGS. All at much reduced prices. Look also
at our NEW CHINA SETS and CUPS and 8AUCERS, etc.
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call on
'
us during your shopping journey.
i

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

R

FURNITURE

CO.

reasonably. And
remember, during
this year that cheap
goods do not always
prove economical in
the end. Put your
buy ingon this basis:
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
so

DRESSMAKING
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rany the other delegates 1'
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r.iaining IS pueblos and
to!1
v, iiKnn. attorney for the Indians,
Washington next week.
STOCK EXCHANGE
Francis Naranjo, the veteran who i
and
IS OPPOSED
Clara
Santa
figure
a well known
t.x.Kovenlor together with the two
INCORPORATION
mm Juimlto Nar.
;,deBwake
yictoriana Clsncos, will be
Albany. X. Y., .Ian. 111. The New
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was likely to occur in which the Puwith disaster, and would sereblo Indians would be placed, the re- fraught
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of the
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He pointed out Hial the exchange is
Mohonk conference are now apropos.
a voluntary organization and its memAfter hearing Mr. Wilson's extempor- bers
must abide by its decisions.
aneous remarks on the subject, Mr.
"Its
punishments are tremendously
Piiennan said:
effective
now," he said.
"The intricacies of the Indian ques"When a man is suspended his votion are very clearly demonstrated by cation is at an end. If the exchange
the comments of Mr. Wilson., AVhat was
compelled to incorporate, its deve have all been striving for for cisions would be questioned in the
in
severalty courts. Litigation woul follow and
years is to allot the lands
giving the title of the land to the In , the courts would .have to pass upon
t'ians and make of each Indian, a sett-- questions which are now dealt with
supporting citizen of the republic; quickly and effectively.
that "I don't se what good can lie ac
Urid vet Mr. Wilson explains
there is one tribe of Indians that . hold complished by incorporation," he said.
the title to their lands, and he pleads
GovHrnol. suizer reminded Mr. Mil- that it be turned over to the United bum that the cotton exchange
and
Slates, to be held in trust. I have. practically nil the New York markets
"
no doubt he has sized up the situation i(are Incorporated.
Afimv neonle of the south and west!
accurately and correctly; in order to
save for these Indians what property ilave informed me." continued the
thev have and save them from being governor, "that (hey believe it would
paupers, dependent sol If upon the be a good thing for the stock exchange
charity of the United States, it is sug- to incorporate.
"Isn't, it. true that a customer can
gested, it is advisable lo impound, if
may use that word, their property' be wjp(,,i out by high interest rates
i.ml nreserve it for them. Yet that tm.
loans?" asked the governor.
The' committee replied that mich aj
is a revelation of the general scheme!
which people interested in Indian af- situation had never deveVpeu.
The governor then questioned the
fi,irs are attempting to work out. As
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I said, it demonstrates,
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the ehaoB. the in-- i American Can stocks. He wanted to
. ... mlps,inn to which we! know if recent large saics oi mis
etock ere made by bona tide holders.
thought."
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of this mat- befor(j congregs Mr, Wilson, as! making an investigation
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fo, the ,intUiinB being at that ter, but expressed the opinion
were
sales
some!
Washington,
genuine.
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pointed
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Mr. Milburn and President Maron
(he clauBes tnat were iiable to be
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defective and that would result in rul- - af sured the governor that
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to that made by Judge change would
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necessary reforms, but canl
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0 slowly in dealing!
Uoned him to
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subjects in
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the present
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message.
back
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to the government for a period of 25
FORESTERS END SESSIONS.
years, as a solution to the now much
Jan. 31. The final session
Denver,
puebTos
the
which
in
mixed position
States
lot the convention of United
have been placed.
Foresters, District No. 2, was held
this afternoon. Demonstrations for
HORTICULTURAL
'(he use of the heliograph for sending
!Pre signals were made, and other
SOCIETY HOLDS A
'means of fire protection were discus-- !
GOOD MEETING sed.
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

lots, making a
WE ARE
tract 150x150 feet, with South Front, and situate in
South part of City just West of Galisteo Street,
at Snap Price for Quick Cash Sale!
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That the New Year we have
just entered may be for each
New

OUR WISH

and everv one a HapDV
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity, witn
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year resolution win oe
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Under call from Hon. J. D. Sena, its
secretary, the New Mexico Horticultural society had u meeting on Thursof the
day afternoon, in the office
Water & Light company, to organize
fcr the year. The attendance was
luge, especially for a meeting interbusiness hours, and much
est was manifested in the future of ttie
society and its important work.
Dr. V. S. Harroun, presided and K.
as secretary. The
H Oakley acted
oui-in-

g

Williams.
Secretary: K. H. Oakley.
Treasurer: II. S. Kaune.
Miss E.
Executive Committee:
Manderfield, J. W. Norment and Frank
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or any

or

the

Gus-Don- a

COMMAND

0ddSizessty'es

SPOT CASH OIsTLlT

j QHNW

204

B. TONNIES,

West Palace Avenue.
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

j

business-building
power of
only realized the
own Bond Paper and
stationery, you would choose your
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
fwst-cla-

100

efficient,

ss

you would specify

Life.J Accident

Fire,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
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SLEEP; OBEYS IT.
Of
Fort Wayne, Ind., Jan. 31. Complying w ith what he declared was the
command of God, revealed to liim in
194 W., Room 24
n vision last night, Conductor J. L. Telephone
Stoel, of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
LAUGHUN BUILDING.
Dayton railroad, made his run from
thin ritv in Plndlav. Ohio, today with
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'only an engine and caboose.
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were elected, and the remainder postponed to the next meet- ing: Colfax, Melvin w. Mills; san
Santa Fe,
Juan, V. H. C'hrisman;
Jose D.'Sena; TaoB, Alexander
Ana, W. H. H. Llewellyn;
Eddy, F. G. Tracy; Rio Arriba, Dr.
Erown Valencia, Dr. Radcliffe.
A number of valuable
suggestions
were made as to comprehensive work
by the society, but it was thought best
t i take no action until the next meeting, which will be held on Monday
next at half past seven at the
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE evening
Water company's office. Everyone Is
invited to be present at that time.
IN THE BEGINNING!
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IS FINALLY ENDED.
Chicago, Jim. 31. The jurlsdictiou!al war between rival associations of
Chicago plumbers and steam fitters,
v.hich has been on for a generation,
is over, it was learned today.
The trouble, which began 17 years
marked by numerous
n
ago,
assaults, riots, shootings and
der8,
Now it is learned that the steam
has
Fitters' Protective association
voted to amalgamate with the United
Association of Plumbers, Gas Fitters,
Steam Fitters and Steam Fitters Help-
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Frankel, fire insurance adwas
arrested today on charges
juster,
of extortion and conspiracy to defraud.

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
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Chicago, 111., Jan. 31.- The story of
a Chicago firebug who was burned to
death while engaged in the pursuit
of his occupation as a member of the
"arson trust" was laid bare today by
nf the state's nttor- ti.a invoatirratni-nev's office.
The man who died on a pyre of
I'in-- I
his own lighting, was Charles
kelburg, the father of Benjamin
under arrest at Siyth Bend,
Intl., charged with arson and suspect-- j
ed of being one of the "traveling
squad" of the "international arson
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Tim injunction cuse before Judge
yesterday from the Valley ranch and
in yesterare reeistered at the Montezuma.
Abbott today, mentioned
the disR. F. Tobln, who is stopping at the
day's paper may come up in
The outValley Ranch, is a visitor In the city. trict court this afternoon.
to whether the
J. 1). Atwood, of Artesia, is a visit-jo- r come of tho case'-aIn the city. He is at l lie Monte-- i
injunction is sustained or dissolved
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Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
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Blotters;
Cutters;
Paper
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Hammered Calendars; Tie
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
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Holders;
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Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
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IS HEARD

(Owing to the great Interest mani
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requestii its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
ior by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the read-jerwill confer a favor on the New
Com'
Mexican and on their friends.
munlcations sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
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flme It the teet of a bank' endurance and strength.
determine It adaptability to changing condition. Thl bank ha successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poricy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
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Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letter of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. .Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchase
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change
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It
important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive fund for our t me Certificate
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Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
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tions. It is time they take more care IKE
EARTH HAS GOT THE MUMPS.
in the selection of men whom they
It is time
1
send to the legislature.
they cast about for men who will use Collaborated by Rawles and Giddings.
their own brains and act with a spirit
of independence.
It is time they put Ike Barth has got the mumps!
Having beeii"electd several times, tut, brand of their disapproval on the They're raising sev'ral bumps!
the indications are that Mr. Fall will methods used by Spiess and Springer We well know why we won't decry
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
be satisfied if the people are.
Cashier.
jand Bursum to accomplish desired That Barth has got the mumps.
Assistant Cashier.
ends.
OUR
PER
CENT
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Tim rnmninn filnk Is wondering!
If the intelligent voters of the state For there are many chumps
whether or not the present legislature C(mA have been in the house of rep- Ke'er know a booster's humps.
u might be well, could we but tell,
has even a remote idea of taking up jrtsentatives on
Monday afternoon
the question of taxation.
land witnessed the tactics used thera That they had got the mumps.
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to hold or force into line, the mem-Thbill to regulate logging is once b,,rs they wolld have been disgusted If Springer had the mumps
M ould it increase the
house. 0;(j insulted, beyond measure.
more before the legislative
grumps?
him more sour o'er loss of:
logto
the
bill
ANOTHER HERO.
The history of
regulate
riie time has gone by in American Make
power
A third hero is to be added to those already in their niche in the Hull oi.' king is interesting.
politics when bulldozing and threatenIf he should have the mumps?
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
lloor
YV.
The
of
be
will
the
tolerated.
of
San
He
Cliiisman
Juan
is
if.
Fame.
lng
county.
Aztec,
MANUFACTURER OF
Has the Chamber of Commerce
of representatives should be
When Mr. ('hrisiiian came to Santa Fe last, winter and was arrayed in
con- Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
ceived any further information
a If Spiess should get the mumps,
to
members.
and
not
made
tll6
ltfl
Hon.
before
his
to
hitherto
the
of
with
the garb
statesman,
prefix
right
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
of the Santa re public rendezvous for lobbyists and Just think what awful slumps
obscure name, he played to the galleries, from the opening session, as a icerning the attitude
The lobby'd get; how he would fret'
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
this
railroad
towards
city?
to
are
those
who
dictate
attempting
moralist and carried about with him an air of sanctity and an expression
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
as to actions of legislators and pol If Spiess should have the mumps.
of godly solemnity.
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
Senator Pankey's drinking cup bill ic:es to be adopted. The matter
In the long drawn out senatorial contest he carefully avoided any asso1 19 Don
all of which should re- - should become an issue between those Some legislative gumps
finally
passed;
Caspar Avenue.
ciation with any candidate who w:is backed by the old guard. He frequently mind the senator of what he owes to
citizens who want decency in politics Would make far better jumps
Hocked by himself.
U
and
sick
C.
get right
they'd go quick
the committee on judiciary, Mr. E.
and those who do not. The line is
His main interest was in legislation against the liquor traffic. He was
With something like the mumps.
Ciampton, df Colfax county, chairman.
on.
is
The
drawn.
The
light
devoted to such matters as had morals for their main issue.
. . m
lobby must go.
If Burg should get the mumps
His orations, if not as frequent as those of John Baron Burg, and not
The full crew bill is giving the railBEING TRUE.
Those ugly looking lumps
as sonorous; or us silly as those of V. H. H. Llewellyn, still had for their road men a little trouble before the
In the long run, it pays to be true.
subjects the t'hrisilan soldier and the man who stands for his principles piesent legislative session. Railroad The man who goes back on his word, His cheek would crown with more re-- !
nown
and dares to do right.
troubles increase In exact juxta posi- or his
principles or his friends is not Than senatorial jumps.
When the political lines were drawn last fall W. H. Chrlsman joined tion to the lobbyists and their
the man that wins respect or position
the Progressive party. He was a real
Progressive. Then
or regard of anyone.
If Maj. had got the mumps,
he came down to Santa Fe at the opening of the present session still imIt may Beem to pay for a time, but
The "eloquence" he pumps.
bued with the spirit of lighting for the right.
Sumner county is now up to the not for long.
'Bout "Soldier Fall," just 'fore roll
He was at once invited into the camp of the enemy, the Standpat Repub- senate. It remains to be seen now,
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
Confidence is the basis of everycair;
lican, and like many another weak, well meaning statesman, he became what the senate thinks about aumuer thine in (kia life, when it in cnn
Would all be lest by mumps.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN PLAN.
enmeshed in their well laid network of traps, and almost before he realized connty,
jt ls not a new proposition there is nothing 'left, In the business
u lie uau pmugeu mmsrii m ran.
Blld jt Jg tne game legislature thut world, the social world or the politi
If Holt should get the mumps
He had been out generaled,
duped, or doped, and all his met jlere a vear ag0
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
cal world. That kind of thing doesjSome biIIs wollld
'
get leir
former anathemas hurled against Fall, charging inebriety and other weak-- !
urn m me long run. it never vhe senate blind would tllumpB;
no
have
uesses, were forgotten. His allegiance to progressive principles, Ms constiuvmind
The enemy
tuents' wishes, his vaunted moral purposes were forgotten.
1o fail m any one of the things n Ho)t shouid
get the mumps,
had him.
enumerated ls to lessen the respect
This third hero of the legislative session, so far, now sees a clear field
for the one who fails, on the part of if Chrlsman got the
mumps
lor the building of those bridges, which, in importance, have overbalanced
others and it lessens one's respect for! nis bridge would get its bumps
his desires heretofore so volubly expressed for things lofty and moral;
oneself.
p,tcause an day he'd be away
and his ardently expressed wish to "come back to the legislature," seems
i was thinking In writing this of .Attending to his
mumps.
in clear likelihood of fulfillment.
John Baron Burg, W. H, H. Lewelleyn
So is this hero happy in what he considers a deed well done. He has
and W. H. Chrlsman.
or
It Page should get the mumps
been a traitor to his friends and to a cause. He has given his vote as the
If they could hear what was said of We'd all be in the dumps, '
in
them and know hov'they were regard For his good bills would be fed pills
people's representative, to a man whom, less than a year ago, he con- sidered unfit to be a senator in the I'nited States senate, for New Mexico,
ed, I do not believe tllOV would think IT Pats nhnnM cot thn ninmna
cold
but, like those other two heroes, John Huron Burg and W. H. H. Llewellyn,
that they had made any headway,
he has made his sacrifice, too.
'whatever the motive or the influence But BARTH has got the mumps!
.
of their action.
While one of these splendid specimens of heroic manhood gave up his
jit's betting hearts are trumps
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
When men fail at the critical time That he'll get well and live to tell
principles for his constituents, and the other gave up his constituents for
liis principles, now has this third hero given up his conscience
for his
they lose the friends they had and How once he had the mumps.
they fall to gain others. The mt n who
bridges.
niiiuence mem to he traitors do not
Bf THE
respect them. They do not trust:
A NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
do not depend on them,! BIOGRAPHIES COMMON GINK
them;
they
Many chambers of commerce are mere comfort stations for Big Busi- ro:ily to use them.
tiess. That may mean that they are of service to the general welfare or
n saitl
It is a condition to be, perhaps,
' sa'd
heerd
hev
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in
fellowB
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of
the
not. depending upon the
that they
each par-NO LEGISLATIVE FUTURE
big
more pitied than condemned. There
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one
"that
legislatln
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Codger,
ticular question at issue. 1'sually it means that when a banking "skindicate"
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circumstances.
extenuating
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telysram
is plotting to pull off a fat franchise steal or jockey an endorsement of somefllers
or
u""Mce
town
lne Pretty little
feller Mistur Fall. A that call for commiseration, and nitv m
piece of legislative piracv, the natural voice of the majority is tu support thet
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jnuu, me cnuaren mav
,Bef"
, ...
feller hes got tu pay sum attenshun tu l.ut respect is gone. There is always amno.
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so I a certain suspicion attached to them,
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constituents,
one
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Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
J.
For the great majority of the smaller business men of the land are on reckin
Anuur
more
Evans,
ef a member ov tn legis- that hangs about them, and cannot be
thet
tlie square and have as little sympathy as the next man with the way Big ,
lamiiiany known as "Doc" Evans. For
wus tu git a tellygram thet a entirely overcome.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
atur
the potions administered by "Doc"
Business has been running things.
Perhaps, after all, Burg, Llewellyn ftvans, while
Central Location.
way, thet he wud hev tu vote th way
effective
or
fatal
usually
The trouble with them is that the average chamber of commerce is trem fellers tole him to vote, en thet's and Chrlsman are more to be pitied within a
reasonable period, are noted
set up by the big fellows and the small business man isn't inclined to draw! far, too hv heck"
tcan condemned.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
among the juvenile population
in1
down Jove's thunder by inakin a fuss. Cowardly? Xo doubt. But human.
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domain
for
uocs'
their
bitter
and
to
make."
They have "a living
concluded
being
Having about
Inst looking on as a Bystander andc,her niedicinal appurtenances hence
It, would be a great thing, wouldn't it, if the honest, progressive
busi-- j ' absent from the senate on the busi-watrying to keep track of things going.Pvhi,e "Doc's" standing-wi- th
the fond
of
men
men
the
time
the
don'l
who
for themselves more than ness of the senate" isn't it about
tiess
nation,
saw the allusion in the Albuquerque ralents in al,d about Elida is rated
they are willing to allow to the next man with equal ability and merit, could for "my colleague" to hasten to that Herald I believe that is
the present as "A"1"' future citizens will not be
have an organization in which they could all have a voice one that the dear Washington and see if Uncle
him a seat in the
of the sheet now published by' 0 .likel' to
overlords couldn't sew up?
Tom overlooked any old cannon?
" n".niu,
wai numerous v sold HhIjp ritv
Well, there is such an organization now. It has just gol on its feet. It
m a
For be it known, that this same
in this paper that
demand for Mr. Spiess, suggestion
is the Xational Chamber of Commerce.
The unanimous
And this is what ought to interest
Bursum and others, kindly,
Springer,
physician of Elida,
to succeed were
.vim in it: Its constitution provides for a referendum
of important measures Fall's repeated
busy last Monday afternoon on X. M., is likewise State Senator Arto ihe entire membership, with a secret ballot!
'himself, having now subsided, per- - the house floor.
thur J. Evans, sworn foe of bosses,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
You may only be a hired man now. But you rightly look forward to ,laps the PePle ma' Bet some of the
The Albuquerque paper, just now ftauuch Democrat
of Progressive
aemnnn
mciuoing b called the Herald, grows facetious re leaning and father of a bill for statethe time when you shall have saved up enough to go into business for your- - lf elsllltlon Illey
Chance to vote on future V. S. sena- "1irinnrt.rl
H,.tf
with ttip irrant nintMila vhriv,
nr cclntM nf r,li.ilu-fOutside of that
ferring to certain gentlemen who wide prohibition.
been setting up to lord It over little men you could hardly hope to be more tors'
"have never served in the legislature.
Doc! .'8 entitled to enter anywhere
on
Miun a piker.
ur course, I am only a Bystander,
But at least you'd like to be a free piker, not just a trailer.
giving the pass word
In view of a Democratic adminis- lc.oking on
In answer to a polite
from the outside, but I am
MOULTON-ESP- E
This Xational Chamber of Commerce, with headquarters In Washing- tration after March
enquiry as
of
4, 1913, BOine
not quite sure that there is more to whence came he, State Senator
ton, is designed, to be an institution in which your freedom to express your
self on the Issues that properly concern business men, whether little or big, the ancient order of lobbyists might honor in not having been a member, "Doc" Evans laid aside a copy of the
Le kind enough to quit with the elect
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will be safeguarded by the best device yet found the initiative and referenJudging from some men who have Commoner, and a bill requiring every
tion of Mr. Fall to the senate. There been
dum.
members and some men who are jery farmer to build a fence around all
is no telling what a Democratic ad- members
(lie loose livestock in his rnmmnnitv
at the present time.
It means miifli to all interests In a country so diversified as our own to ministration
might do.
say "some men," for I recognize in I8"1 rep,icd:
have an organization of business men like that. The idea deserves to receive,
1
uorn 011 tlle 5th day of
past
- as
and we are glad to see that it. is receiving, very widespread support.
The hotel registers of Santa Fe dur- - men legislatures there were mann . pn
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ing a session of the legislature are a
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Mr. Burg should himself tad great pride in having the warm support of a
i" the guests' chairs, watchlnotime. I bore the same
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j animated
newspaper, whose chief bid for fame, is the frequency with which it has
work of those who "ha v ! f'me us ,ny Darent8 and Prior to that
THERE IS A LESSON.
me' my name is nobody's business.
changed hands in the last few years, under one name or another.
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episode in the present session so far heroically working to hnlH thai,.
"at tlme' anyhow. I resided in Tex- least none that has been made lowers in line.
Chamu Clark's friends are said to be still lookine to 1S1fi. Thev for- - at
tnUed stale8 town
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T1s is only the view of a Bystand 'wrR1-!!get that William .1. Bryan may be looking the same way and that Woodrow j public, yet the excitement has been
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co,,nty' latitude 35 North,
Wilson has not yet declared in favor of one term. There is a difference running high and some lessons have er wbo may not understand mattor. ,
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It

In spite of the greatest personal
.
core and the most intelligent atten-will
children
and
babies
to
tion
diet,
become constipated, and it is a fact
tbat constipation and indigestion have
wrecked many a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus is to
start life without handicap.
But as we cannot all have perfect
working bowels we must do the next
btst thing and acquire them, or train
them to become healthy. This can be
doue by the use of a laxative-toni- c
vrry highly recommended by a great
The remedy is called
many mothers.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been on the market for two generations. It can he bought conveniently
at any drug store for fifty cents or
ens dollar a bottle, and those who are
already convinced of its merits buy
the dollar size.
Its mildness makes it the Ideal
medicine for children, and it is also
very pleasant to the taste. It is sure
in its effect and genuinely harmless.
Very little of it is required and its
frequent use does not cause it to lose
1)3 effect, as is the case with so many
'other remedies.
Thousands can testify to its merits
biliousin constipation, indigestion,
ness, sick headache, etc., among them
reliable people like Mrs. M. Johnson,
She
75S, Dayton St., Kenosha, Wis.
is the mother of little Dorothy John-sowho was always in delicate
health until her mother gave her Dr.

1

mm

WHO'S WHO IN THE TURKISH TANGLE?
THE "YOUNG TURKS" WHO WON'T ACCEPT DEFEAT.
(By An American Diplomat.)
One day n few years ago, at about
t':io time when rumors cf an approaching revolution were flying thick and
fast through the length and breadth
el the Turkish empire, the old sultan
heard that one of the bravest young
officers, Knver Bey, a dashing young
major, was plotting with the Young
Turk party. He dispatched an aide
to Knver Bey's apartments with the

7
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has

r'Ol'.ND- -: A bracelet.

have same
cui Rooms.

sometimes start from mental strain
or indigestion, but more often from
general weakness, and lead to appalling conditions unless checked.
Treat the cause, not the effect,

FOR
I

j

Scott (t

Iiowni",

Mounintld, N.J.

Nicely

-

fmmeii'-.-

212 Lower

'iilace avenue.

FOR SA I. K Second hand btitrgy.
used only a short time, rubber tires,
automoble seat. Cost $125, will Xl".
Cull 223 Hickox street.
estab-lishe-

$2 .".(i per day paid one woman in
each town to distribute free circulars
and take orders for concentrated flav-- i
oring in tubes. I). B. McCurdy Co.,
Conio Building, Chicago.

Scott's Emulsion does not stupefy
it feeds them in Nature's way.

Ci.ldwell'8 Syrup Pepsin. Mrs. Johnson says: "I never saw such rapid
improvement in the health of anyone.
Syrup Pepsin is a wonderful remedy
and I shall never be without it again."
Thousands keep Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin constantly in the house, for
every member of the family can use
it from infancy to old age. The users
to
have learned
cf Syrup Pepsin
waovoid catharitcs, salts, mineral
ters, pills and other harsh remedies
for they do but temporary good and
are a shock to any delicate system.
If no member of your family has
eve.r used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of It before buying it in the regular way of a
druggist, send your address a postal
will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417
Washington St., Montlcello, 111., and
1 free sample bottle will be mailed
you.

NEXT

Owner uuy
the Hintori-

For Sale, one of the oldest
mercantile businesses in Santa
Fe. A profitable proposition from the
start. For further particulars address 1'. 0. Box 118.

ir

DOROTHY JOHNSON

calling

jiroms, centrally located.

SCOTT'S EMULSION overcomes nervousness in a wonderful, permanent way by making
blood corpuscles; it nour
ishes the nerve centres and acts as a
bracing tonic to build you up.

l
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Bey. After the old cabinet resigned
Talaat Bey acted as secretary of the
Interior until the present cabinet was
formed. Both he and Enver Bey arc
too military to take any civil position
as long as there is an opportunity to
fight on a battlefield.
Mahmoud Shefket Pnsha, the man
they helped make grand vizor, is themost forceful figure of modern Tin
Huh history. He was born in Bagdad,
r.nd is more the Arab than the Turk.
Also, he Ib a soldier, a writer, an
orator, and the best politician in Tur
l ey today.
Hp nnmmanded the Youne
Turk army when it entered Constant!nople and forced Abdul Hamid into
etirement. He will hold the war por-- !
tfolio in the new cabinet, as he did
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